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2020

Karting Challenge Reserved Pit Spot
Tow Vehicle Parking Agreement

[Attach Sticker Here)

Pit Spot # or #s: _________

While we have made only minor changes to our parking policy (now Pit Spot), please read below and
understand that we are working to create the best possible experience for all of our customers. As such,
vehicle parking inside the gate will once again be limited this year. Please, when at all possible keep
personal vehicles out of the pit area.
Reserved Pit spots are just that, reserved for pit area use and limited parking. Purchasing a reserved spot
guarantees you this pit spot up until 7am on the morning of each race day (unless prior arrangements
are made). GoPro Motorplex reserves the right to fill all empty spots after 7am on race day and will do
so on a first come first serve basis.
We have created windshield stickers for each customer who has a reserved parking spot. Please place
your Reserved Parking Pass Sticker on the inside of your front windshield on the driver’s side.
Rules:
1) Pit spot or spots are intended solely for the expressed purpose of providing a pit spot for
our competitors. Only towing or hauling vehicles will be allowed in these Pit spots, please
work with us and keep all other personal vehicles out of the pit area.
2) The vehicle must be parked within the dimensions of your paid spots or must otherwise be
parked outside of the gate.
3) This sticker MUST remain on YOUR windshield for the entire 2020 season. (Failure to do so
will result in the loss of tow vehicle parking privileges for the remainder of the 2020 season).
4) If you have reserved multiple spots, you will still only be allowed to have one vehicle inside
the gate.
Failure to follow GoPro Motorplex policies and procedures can lead to termination of this contract and
forfeit of Pit spot for the remainder of the season.
By signing this form I am agreeing to the terms of GoPro Motorplex’s Pit spot policy.

Customer Name: (Print)

Customer Signature:

Date:

___________________________

__________________________

__________

